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Abstract: We study axion strings of hyperlight axions coupled to photons. Hyperlight axions –
axions lighter than Hubble at recombination – are a generic prediction of the string axiverse. These
axions strings produce a distinct quantized polarization rotation of CMB photons which is O(αem).
As the CMB light passes many strings, this polarization rotation converts E-modes to B-modes and
adds up like a random walk. Using numerical simulations we show that the expected size of the final
result is well within the reach of current and future CMB experiments through the measurement of
correlations of CMB B-modes with E- and T-modes. The quantized polarization rotation angle is
topological in nature and can be seen as a geometric phase. Its value depends only on the anomaly
coefficient and is independent of other details such as the axion decay constant. Measurement of the
anomaly coefficient by measuring this rotation will provide information about the UV theory, such
as the quantization of electric charge and the value of the fundamental unit of charge. The presence
of axion strings in the universe relies only on a phase transition in the early universe after inflation,
after which the string network rapidly approaches an attractor scaling solution. If there are additional
stable topological objects such as domain walls, axions as heavy as 10−15 eV would be accessible. The
existence of these strings could also be probed by measuring the relative polarization rotation angle
between different images in gravitationally lensed quasar systems.
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1 Introduction
The ultraviolet structure of the standard model is one of the most fundamental questions in particle
physics. In general, it is a daunting task to unearth high-energy properties of the theory from low-
energy observations. However, there is a unique type of interaction that contains universal information
about the fundamental theory unpolluted by intervening physics. This special type of interaction is a
topological interaction [1]. In this paper, we consider the topological coupling of a compact pseudo-
scalar—an axion—with photons,
L = Aαem
4pi
a
f
F F˜ (1.1)
where 2pif is the periodicity of the axion a, αem is the fine structure constant, and A is the anomaly
coefficient for the mixed anomaly between electromagnetism and the continuous shift symmetry of
the axion. Anomaly matching fixes the form of the interaction at any scale [2], such that the rational
number A is not renormalized and intervening physics between the high energy scale and the low
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energy scale cannot hide fundamental physics from us. As an example, minimal Grand Unified Theories
(GUTs) make the concrete prediction that A is a multiple of 4/3.
In order to fully utilize this coupling, one requires topological objects such as axion strings rather
than particles. One reason for this is that the periodicity of the axion (2pif) does change from the
ultraviolet (UV) to the infrared (IR) due to wavefunction renormalization. Particle interactions depend
on f and are also affected by kinetic and mass mixing effects. This makes it extremely challenging
to uncover information about the UV physics, and at the minimum would require the discovery
of multiple interactions (see [3] and references within). However, compact fields such as the axion
naturally admit string-like solutions, where a/f winds from 0 to 2pi as one goes around the string.
This non-trivial winding makes an infinitely long string topologically stable, since a string solution
cannot be continuously deformed into a solution where a/f = 0 everywhere. The topological winding
is also independent of the value of f or mixing effects. This implies that string observables can give
us direct information about the UV physics! For example, measurement of A ∼ Q2 can provide us
information about the fundamental unit of electric charge. Thus, measurements of axion strings are
a form of the classic Millikan experiment [4]. Fortunately, there is a compelling possibility that the
universe may set up such a Millikan experiment for us in cosmology.
The first ingredient, hyperlight axions1 with a photon coupling, are ubiquitous in string theory
compactifications [5–10]. Axions have a continuous shift symmetry that protects them from getting
a mass. This shift symmetry is approximate and is violated by instantons, which typically results
in exponentially small masses for the axion. Axions also quite generically have interactions of the
form shown in equation (1.1) which descend naturally from compactifications of higher dimensional
theories. This combination has motivated the picture of the string axiverse [9] with a plethora of low-
energy axions potentially accessible to experiments today through their photon interactions [11–18]
(see [19, 20] for recent reviews). One of the most compelling candidates is the QCD axion, which
couples to gluons and solves the strong CP problem of the Standard Model [5–7]. This has sparked a
rich experimental program searching for the QCD axion [11–16, 18, 21]. Axion-like particles are axions
that do not solve the strong CP problem. Like the QCD axion, there has also been a huge effort to
discover these particles [11–16, 18, 22–29]. Our focus in this paper is on these axion-like particles, in
particular hyperlight axiverse axions [9, 10], which we will henceforth simply refer to as axions. In
fact, in string theory constructions of the axiverse [10, 30–32], there are typically many axions with
masses far smaller than the Hubble scale today.
The second ingredient, axion strings, are generically produced in the early universe via a mech-
anism called the Kibble mechanism [33–35]. As an example, consider an axion that arises as the
Nambu-Goldstone boson from the spontaneous breaking of a U(1) “Peccei-Quinn” symmetry [7]. If
the early universe has a high temperature T & f , this symmetry is restored, and gets spontaneously
broken as the universe cools. Due to causality, different Hubble patches randomly choose a different
value for the axion field value a. As a result, there are regions of space where the axion makes a
loop from 0 to 2pif by chance and axion strings are formed, which tumble blindly as they make their
way across the universe. As long as the early universe was hot enough, string formation is inevitable.
The corresponding cosmological description for the formation of cosmic strings for axions arising from
higher-dimensional theories is not as well-understood and is an interesting open problem.
Surprisingly, the physics potential of the quantized signal from strings in combination with equa-
tion (1.1) has been woefully understudied.2 In this article, we rectify this oversight. The main effect
1By hyperlight axions, we mean axions with masses smaller than the Hubble parameter at CMB, ma . 10−27 eV.
Such axions arise in string theory, but are too light to be the QCD axion or the dark matter candidate.
2QCD axion strings have the unfortunate property that they either disappear early on in the evolution of the universe
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of equation (1.1) is to cause a polarization rotation of linearly polarized light propagating in the axion
field. In the case of axion ambient density, this effect has been well-studied [37–44], however, the
reach is always limited by the fact that typically a/f  1 for dark matter axions, and that the total
polarization rotation angle depends only on the initial and final field value of the axion (∆a/f  1)
along the path of photon propagation. In the presence of an axion string, there is a dramatic effect
as ∆a/f = 2pi when one goes around a string regardless of whether or not the axion is dark matter
and regardless of the size of f . Thus, photons whose paths differ by a loop around an axion string
have a relative polarization rotation angle which is quantized in units of Aαem. This is analogous to
performing an Aharanov-Bohm experiment with photon polarization. Additionally, such a polariza-
tion rotation angle adds up as the number of strings grow – contrary to the expectation that it should
only depend on the initial and final values of the axion field. This is due to the presence of topological
defects which break the condition that axion field is continuous (see [44] for a comprehensive analysis).
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is a valuable tool to study axion strings. The CMB
provides a backlight which lights up the axion strings. The linearly polarized light of the CMB is
rotated by O(αem) ∼ 1% by an axion string, providing a unique opportunity by which to look for
axion strings. This is particularly exciting given that the CMB is currently sensitive to effects on the
order of 1% [45–51]. The polarization measurement of the CMB is expected to improve dramatically
in next generation CMB measurements [51–55]. We will show that these experiments will be able to
probe any axion string for all axion masses less than 10−27 eV. In cases where there are additional
topologically stable objects like domain-walls (DW), the resulting string-domain wall network can also
be probed. This CMB birefringence signal can thus probe a vast range of the parameter space.
We discuss the effect of a single axion string on photon propagation by inducing a quantized
rotation of photon polarization in section 2. In section 3, we discuss the expectation on the size of
such a polarization rotation angle from theoretical considerations and the implications of measuring
this phase on our understanding of charge quantization. In section 4, we review the current status on
the evolution of string networks and provide both analytical estimates and numerical results for the
power spectrum of the polarization rotation angle of CMB photons caused by a network of strings.
In section 5 we discuss how to use the CMB polarization measurements to look for axion strings. In
section 6 we discuss other means by which axion strings can be detected. Finally, we conclude in
section 7.
2 Photon polarization rotation by a single axion string
The axion is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson (PNGB) of a spontaneously broken global U(1) symme-
try. Due to its nature as a PNGB, the axion is a compact field with a fundamental period, a = a+2pif .
The global U(1) is not exact and can be broken by gravity and/or anomalies. These effects produce
an exponentially small potential for the axion, which breaks the continuous U(1) symmetry down to a
discrete shift symmetry. This remaining discrete shift symmetry may or may not be the fundamental
period of the axion, and hence can lead to a left-over ZNDW symmetry, where NDW is the domain wall
number. In general this ZNDW symmetry itself may not be exact, but any breaking of this symmetry
can easily be even more suppressed than the axion mass itself.
If the reheating temperature of the universe is high enough that the U(1) symmetry is restored,
then the subsequent U(1)-breaking phase transition produces topological defects by the Kibble mech-
anism. When the axion mass is negligible (e.g. for H > ma), there are only string-like excitations.
making them difficult to find, or they will overclose the universe [36].
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Photon
∆Φ = ±Aαem
Axion String
Photon 2 ∆Φ2 = ∓Aαem/2
Photon 1 ∆Φ1 = ±Aαem/2
Photon 1 Photon 2
Axion String
∆Φ1 = ±Aαem ∆Φ2 = 0
Figure 1. The observable effects of cosmic axion strings (red dots and red lines) on the polarization of photons
passing by (blue dots or blue dashed lines) in various situations. The red and blue curves represent a string
or a photon that lies on the surface while the red and blue dots represent a string or a photon that goes
through the surface. (Left) Photons that go around an axion string accumulate a polarization rotation angle
∆Φ = ±Aαem. (Middle) Photons that go past an axion string from and to infinitely far away on the opposite
side of a string accumulate a relative phase of polarization rotation ∆Φ = ±Aαem. (Right) Photons that pass
through an axion string loop from and to infinitely far away get a polarization rotation angle of ∆Φ = ±Aαem
while photons that do not get 0 polarization rotation angle.
These axion string networks form at the U(1) phase transition and rapidly approach a scaling solution
of only a few strings per Hubble patch due to string interactions [33, 34, 56–60]. Once H < ma, do-
main walls connecting the strings form. If NDW = 1, these domain walls pull the strings together and
quickly convert all of the energy density in domain walls and strings into axion particles. If NDW 6= 1,
then the string/domain wall network is stable. If the ZNDW is not exact, then the ZNDW breaking
effects cause regions in the false vacuum to shrink, and eventually the string/domain wall network is
destroyed [61], which can potentially take a very long time.
In this section we outline the physical effect relevant for this paper, the rotation of photon polar-
ization by axion strings. For this purpose, we focus on the effect of a single string, and we postpone
the analysis of the string network to section 4. We normalize the axion-photon coupling as,
L ⊃ Aαem
4pif
aFµν F˜µν , (2.1)
where as mentioned before, A is the anomaly associated with the axion, and F˜µν = 12µναβFαβ . If the
axion a is a constant, then this term has no effect in the absence of monopoles or non-trivial topology.
If the axion is oscillating in time or has a gradient in space, then linearly polarized light passing by
undergoes a polarization rotation by the amount (see reference [44] for a careful derivation),
∆Φ =
Aαem
2pi
∆a
f
. (2.2)
Around a string, the axion has a field profile
a
f
= ±θ + constant, (2.3)
where θ is the angle around the string and the ± depends on the direction of the string. Therefore,
as shown in figure 1 (left), photons that go around an axion string in a closed loop accumulate a
polarization rotation of
∆Φ = ±Aαem
2pi
2pi = ±Aαem. (2.4)
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Such a phase ∆Φ exists because of the discontinuity of the axion field a at the core of the string
(the axion field is periodic but not continuous)3. This geometrical phase is topological in nature, and
therefore independent of the details of the photon trajectory or the shape of the axion string.
A similar conclusion can be reached for a geometry which is more directly related to the CMB.
Photons which pass by the left of a string from and to infinity see ∆a/f = ±pi while photons which
pass by the right of a string see ∆a/f = ∓pi. As shown in figure 1 (middle), the two photon trajectories
accumulate a relative polarization rotation angle of4
∆Φ = ∆Φ1 −∆Φ2 = ±Aαem. (2.5)
Finally, there is the case of finite string loops, as shown in figure 1 (right). When a photon misses
a string loop, ∆a/f = 0, but if a photon passes through a string loop, ∆a/f = ±2pi where in this case
the ± comes from if the loop is right or left handed. Thus, if a photon passes through a string loop it
picks up a polarization rotation of Aαem.
The final objects that the strings may pass through are the domain walls. A domain wall is
characterized by ∆a/f = 0 outside of the domain wall. Passing through a domain wall has ∆a/f =
±2pi/NDW. So that the polarization rotation angle of a photon passing through a single domain wall
is
∆ΦDW = ±Aαem
NDW
. (2.6)
Since each axion string is attached by NDW domain walls, the overall polarization rotation around an
axion string remains Aαem.
In all of these scenarios, the polarization rotation angle can be positive or negative. This means
that a photon which passes by many strings will undergo a random walk of its polarization angle.
Therefore we naturally expect that any signal of the strings would be proportional to the square-root
of the number of strings
√
Ns. We will study the effect of a network of strings and domain walls in
section 4.
3 Quantized anomaly coefficient and its implications
A particularly long lasting puzzle in physics is the quantization of electric charges and, in particular,
the size of the minimal quanta of charge. Since Millikan’s experiment [4], it has been established that
all the IR degrees of freedom in the Standard Model (protons, neutrons and electrons) have electric
charges under U(1)em that are integer multiples of the charge of the electron. However, the gauge
group U(1)em comes from the breaking of SU(2)L×U(1)Y, while the neutrons and protons are products
of the confinement of the SU(3)C. The UV degrees of freedom, quarks and leptons (Q, u
c, dc, L, ec),
can have fractional U(1)Y charges and fractional U(1)em charges after electroweak symmetry breaking.
The very curious and somewhat fragile charge assignment of the Standard Model matter fields under
the gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y is such that all of the low energy degrees of freedom have
charges that are integer multiples of the electrons, which has been taken as a rather strong indication
of Grand Unification [62]. In fact, simply adding to the Standard Model a vector pair of quarks with
3This effect is similar to the Aharonov-Bohm effect where the derivative of the axion ∂θa in our case plays the role
of the gauge field Aθ.
4The relative polarization rotation angle accumulated by the two photon trajectories would still be ∆Φ = ±Aαem if
the two photon trajectories originate from infinity, pass by the string on opposite sides, and end at the same point.
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charges (3, 1, 0) under the SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge group would already lead to mesons and
baryons with 1/3 electric charge under U(1)em.
Topological defects have long been known to offer a unique opportunity to discover the unit
of charge. The most famous example is the magnetic monopole [1]. A measurement of a single
magnetic monopole with charge 2pi/e would be enough to prove that electrons have a unit charge
under U(1)em [63]. In this paper, we consider a massless axion (mass smaller than H0 unless otherwise
specified) that couples to the SM photon. While a discovery of an axion string provides less information
than the discovery of a monopole, we can still learn very interesting information. When light goes
around an axion string, it picks up a phase rotation
∆Φ = Aαem, (3.1)
where A is the UV anomaly coefficient. Because this value is only sensitive to the UV, A can be used
only to teach us about the charge quantization in the UV. Namely, we cannot make any statements
about whether or not the electron is the object with the smallest charge in the asymptotic IR or
not. Rather, we can only discuss charge quantization in the UV where effects such as confinement
are irrelevant. However, if the axion is naturally completely massless, then all of the dynamics of
the underlying theory, most importantly, confinement, would be effectively UV dynamics and the
coefficient A would inform us about charge quantization at effectively any energy scale. Alternatively,
if the axion gets a mass from confinement of a non-Abelian gauge group, then the axion is sensitive
only to the smallest charge before confinement of this gauge group.
The measurement of A is important because it can inform us about an ambiguity of the discrete
symmetries in the standard model gauge group. The gauge group is SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)Y /Γ, where
Γ can be 1, Z2, Z3 or Z6. Only certain values of A are compatible with modding out by the various
discrete symmetries and a measurement of A (e.g. A = 1/4 could conclusively show that the gauge
group is not modded out by these accidental discrete symmetries). Incidentally, measurements of this
sort would also rule out minimal Grand Unified theories.
3.1 Model-independent implications
We first discuss what statements about the UV can be made with absolutely no assumptions. The
axion couples as
e2
16pi2
(
Aa
f
+ θ
)
FF˜ , (3.2)
where e is the electric charge of the electron. Going around a string, a→ a+2pif . Because one ends up
at the same position after performing a loop, the theory must be symmetric under this transformation.
From this, we discover that the theory is symmetric under
θ → θ + 2piA. (3.3)
In a simply connected non-abelian theory, the θ-angle must be 2pi periodic and so A must be an inte-
ger.5 For a compact abelian theory, θ can be periodic with any rational number times 2pi. Combined
with equation (3.3), this shows that A is a rational number, which has information about the value of
the fundamental charge [64]. For a non-compact gauge group such as R, A is not quantized.
5In a non-simply connected non-abelian theory, e.g. SU(N)/ZN , θ is 2piN periodic and a stronger statement can be
made that A must be an integer multiple of N .
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A massive axion can get IR contributions to its coupling to photons from mixing with mesons of
a different sector. Let us consider as a test example the QCD axion in the two-quark limit with the
heavy η′ integrated out. This example should only be taken as an illustration of the effect of mixings.
We are using the example of the QCD axion for reasons of familiarity, however QCD axion strings
cannot be searched for using the methods described in this paper. The same argument applies to any
two pseudo-goldstones that undergo mixing. The QCD axion mixes with the pi0 in chiral perturbation
theory through the interaction
V ∝ −mu cos
(
pi0
fpi
− a
2fa
)
−md cos
(
pi0
fpi
− a
2fa
)
, (3.4)
where mu,d are the light quark masses and fpi is the pion decay constant. For any given value of the
QCD axion, the pion relaxes to an expectation value given by〈
pi0
fpi
〉
= tan−1
(
mu −md
mu +md
tan
(
a
2f
))
. (3.5)
From this, one can see that as the QCD axion field value changes from 0 to 2pifa that the pi
0 field
also develops a non-trivial field profile and itself also changes from 0 to −pifpi around the string. The
QCD axion and the pion have anomalies
L = Aaαem
4pi
a
fa
FF˜ +
Apiαem
4pi
pi0
fpi
FF˜ . (3.6)
As a photon goes around a string, it experiences a Aa rotation due to the QCD axion’s anomaly and
a Api/2 rotation due to the pion anomaly. Because both of these are rational numbers in the charge
basis, the sum is also a rational number. This argument ensures that the phase ∆Φ around a string
is the same at all distances from the string core. Of course, one normally works in the mass basis
where the mixing between the pi0 and QCD axion is an irrational number. Thus, the QCD axion and
pion both acquire an irrational anomaly in this basis, but the net result is still a rational anomaly
coefficient as the end result does not depend on which basis one chooses. The polarization rotation
angle ∆Φ around a QCD axion string gets affected by the mixing between axion and pions only to the
extent that the net result is the sum of the contributions of the two anomalies ∆Φ = (Aa+Api/2)αem.
Similarly, the polarization rotation angle ∆Φ of a string of a generic axiverse axion does not depend
on the mass and mixings of the axion. The relation in equation (3.5) is, in general, independent of
which of the two pseudo-Goldstones is heavier. Therefore, the same conclusions apply to mixings with
lighter particles.
The periodicity of θ can be used to constrain the value of the fundamental charge. This can be seen
by the Witten effect [65] as a monopole rotates around an axion string (see [66–69] for a description
of how charge conservation works in this system). A particle with magnetic charge g has an electric
charge
qe =
( eg
2pi
) θe
2pi
(3.7)
Quantization of electric charge says that
g =
2pi
emin
. (3.8)
Note that if there existed only a single type of monopole, then the spectrum is not invariant as θ
changes over its period. On the other hand, if there are an infinite number of monopoles with electric
– 7 –
charges uniformly spaced, then as θ → θ+ period, the monopoles can be exchanged and the spectrum
is invariant. Thus, the periodicity of θ gives us the difference in electric charges of the monopole
spectrum.
To see how the periodicity can give us information about the fundamental charge emin, say we
discover that θ is periodic with period 2pi/n2, where n is an integer.6 From this, we can see that the
monopole spacing is
∆qe =
e
emin
e
n2
(3.9)
Assuming conservatively that the spacing between monopoles is the minimal electric charge (namely
we assume that θ is 2pi/n2 periodic rather than having an even smaller period), we find that
emin =
e
n
(3.10)
so that the electron is not the minimally charged object in this theory.
3.2 Model-dependent implications
When obtaining an anomaly from integrating out new fermions in the UV, one obtains
A =
∑
f
Qa,fQ
2
f (3.11)
where Qa,f and Qf are the “PQ” and electric charges of the fermions. The “PQ” charge of a fermion
is necessarily an integer for a string that is properly normalized. If A is measured to be a fraction,
then there must exist other particles that have fractional charge. Since the SM itself has particles with
fractional charge 1/3 and 2/3, a natural expectation is that if the UV theory is SM-like, then A will
be a multiple of 1/9. This expectation is realized in theories such as minimal Grand Unified Theories
(A = 4/3). If the axion is completely massless naturally, we expect this coefficient A to be an integer
multiple of the smallest charge of gauge-invariant asymptotic states.7 In the parameter space we can
probe, the axion is nearly massless. Therefore, if it couples to a non-abelian gauge group, this gauge
group must confine at extremely low scales (see [70] for the only known counter-example). This would
require a delicate cosmological history for the dark sector.
The minimal polarization rotation angle due to a single string with a SM-like UV theory is αem/9.
This is a reasonable sensitivity goal for current and future CMB experiments, and with CMB-S4 [52]
the anomaly coefficient can be measured to good precision. If A is measured to be some other rational
number, then it would suggest that the quantum of hypercharge is smaller than expected in the UV
theory. If A is irrational—which would be hard to prove experimentally but suggestive if it is not
a rational number with small integers—it would point to either that the underlying gauge group of
electromagnetism is non-compact (although there are strong arguments against this possibility [71]),
or the existence of kinetic mixing of the photon with a dark photon.
3.3 Kinetic mixing with a dark photon
Kinetic mixing between the photon and a dark photon (A′µ) can be generated by integrating out UV
fermions, resulting famously in a small irrational millicharge at loop order without the need to invoke
6Our normalization of θ is with respect to the electron charge, as defined in equation (3.2).
7Adding a vector pair of quarks with charge (3, 1, 0) under the SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge group would lead
to mesons and baryons with 1/3 electric charge under U(1)em. In this theory, it is possible to arrange for the axion to
be massless while the coefficient A to not be an integer.
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explicit violation of charge quantization. Depending on whether the axion is coupled as aF F˜ ′ (mixed
anomaly) or as aF ′F˜ ′ (U(1)′ anomaly) to the photon and dark photon, the polarization shift around
an axion string can be 1-loop or 2-loop suppressed compared to the case of an aF F˜ coupling. In either
case, an irrational A is generated. Both cases can be looked for with future CMB experiments. Unlike
the normal case where a dark photon decouples in the massless limit (see [72] and references within),
coupling to the axion strings eliminates the freedom to rotate the dark photon field (A′µ) to remove
the kinetic mixing.8 As a result, the axion strings also offer a unique possibility to search for massless
dark photon in the string photiverse [9].
In summary, we expect that the polarization rotation angle ∆Φ around a string to be most likely
a rational number A multiplying the fine structure constant αem, which is independent of mass and
kinetic mixing of the axiverse axions. This rational number A can contain rich information about
charge quantization and the structure of the UV theory. Even more information can be gleaned if we
observe different values of A coming from different types of axion strings corresponding to different
axions.
4 Polarization rotation by a string network
In this section, we study the effects of a string network on the polarization of CMB photons. We begin
by reviewing properties of string networks derived from numerical studies. We then proceed to show
the theoretical estimates and simulation results for the polarization rotation angle power spectrum
caused by such a network in the universe between the time of CMB and today. At the end of the
section, we will comment on the validity of our simple analysis and point to directions where detailed
simulations of string network evolution can be helpful. We treat the axion as completely massless
(lighter than H0 practically), though a massive axion with domain wall number NDW 6= 1 does not
qualitatively change the prediction.
4.1 Properties of the string network
The string network for axions has been studied extensively in the literature [59, 60]. There are also
studies of domain wall/string network, but since this easily leads to an overabundance of dark matter
when axions make up the dark matter, this scenario is less well-studied [73]. The scenario we are
concerned with involves the so-called global strings, where the string tension is
µ ≈ pif2 log
(mr
H
)
. (4.1)
Here mr is the mass of the radial mode (1/mr is the size of the string core). In what follows, we
highlight some of the qualitative features that recent numerical simulations of global strings have
found [59, 60].
Scaling limit and scaling violation Regardless of how the strings were produced, a string net-
work quickly evolves towards an attractor solution called the scaling limit [33–35]. The energy density
in the string network is parametrized as
ρstrings = ξ(η)µH
2, (4.2)
8In the case of a U(1)′ anomaly, it is easy to see the effect in the basis where only A′µ couples to the axion string,
kinetic mixing is removed, and the electron is millicharged under U(1)′.
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where η is the conformal time, and ξ(η) measures the length of strings per Hubble patch in Hubble
units.9. The scaling limit has ξ(η) equal to a constant independent of time. Numerically, it has been
found that there is a logarithmic deviation from the scaling solution [59]
ξ(η) ' α log
(mr
H
)
+ β α, β ∼ 0.1−1. (4.3)
The range comes from different simulations giving different results. For our studies, we take ξ to be a
constant after recombination, and in the broad range,
103 & ξ & 1 , (4.4)
neglecting the very mild logarithmic variation between the CMB epoch and today.
Importantly, the energy density in the string network diluting away as ξµH2 has the consequence
that their energy dilutes away like the dominant form of energy in the universe. They decay away
as radiation (matter) during radiation (matter) domination, so that they do not come to dominate
the total energy density and can be present throughout much of the history of the universe without
dramatically affecting cosmology.
String Length From equation (4.2), one can see that the total string length in a Hubble volume
is roughly Lstring ∼ ξ/H. It has been found that roughly 80% of the string length is contained in
strings longer than Hubble, while only 20% of the string length is contained in strings with length
smaller than Hubble. As expected from a scaling solution, the smaller strings follow a scale invariant
distribution with Lstring dnL/dLstring being a constant. Because small strings are only a small part of
the total energy density, it is useful to treat the situation as having roughly ξ(η) Hubble length strings
per Hubble volume. Despite calling them Hubble length strings, these strings are connected and form
infinitely long strings. One other important length scale is the radius of curvature of the string. Due
to causality, the radius of curvature of these strings has to be roughly the Hubble radius. Therefore,
we can treat these strings as either infinitely long strings or as Hubble sized loops of strings.
Domain Walls Domain walls form when H ∼ ma and have a tension σ ∼ maf2. The domain walls
that form end on strings and the response of the scaling solution of strings to domain walls depends
critically on NDW. If NDW = 1, then there is a single domain wall that ends on a string and it pulls
the strings together and causes them to disappear within a few e-folds. All of the ambient energy in
the domain walls and strings is transferred into the axion particles. Because this behavior destroys
the signal associated with strings, we take either ma small or NDW > 1.
If NDW 6= 1, then attached to each string there are NDW domain walls. When crossing each
domain wall, a/f changes by an amount 2pi/NDW. Because the domain walls are all pulling in different
directions, the string-domain wall network is stable. As before, there remains ∼ ξ strings per Hubble
volume [74, 75]. However, unlike before, most of the energy of the system is now in domain walls
(ξNDWmaHf
2 versus ξµH2). Note that because the majority of energy density is no longer stored in
the strings but is instead stored in the domain walls, the total energy density in the system dilutes
away very slowly and can overclose the universe if ma or f is not small enough.
Ambient Axion density A string by itself dilutes away slower than radiation or matter. However
as mentioned before, the string network dilutes away as fast as radiation or matter depending on the
ambient background. The extra energy is radiated into relativistic axions with energy ∼ 10H [59].
This ambient energy density results in a field value a(x, t) that is oscillating in time. The energy
9Note a small numerical difference in terms of definition of ξ as compared to [59].
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density in axions scales as piξf2H2 log (mr/H), where mr ∼ f is the mass of the radial mode. This
energy density in axions results in a field value〈
a2
f2
〉
∼ 1
100
ξ(η) log
(mr
H
)
. (4.5)
The exact numerical coefficient will depend significantly on the spectrum of the emitted axions and
is a subject of active research [59, 60]. The effect of an ambient axion density on the polarization
rotation has been studied in [38, 39, 41–44], which can cause a smearing of the polarization at the
time of recombination. The ambient axion density radiated by the string network can also cause a
spatially varying unquantized polarization rotation angle, which can affect our CMB measurement.
We will comment on the effect of this ambient axion density on our signal at the end of section 4.
4.2 Analytical approximation of the two-point function
There are two basic polarization rotation effects present in the CMB coming from strings. The first
effect is the discontinuity that occurs when one compares the polarization rotation of light going to
the left or to the right of the string. The second effect is the continuous change in polarization that
comes from going part way around the string. Rotations arising from strings at high redshifts are
dominantly discontinuous as the CMB has passed by the string entirely, so that θi− θf = pi. Rotation
coming from nearby strings have a large continuous part as light has not passed the string entirely.
Under some very simple conditions, we can derive a semi-analytical estimate for the two-point
function of the polarization rotation angle. We assume that at any given time that the string network
consists of circular loops of physical radius equal to the Hubble radius 1/H at that time. The number
of loops at any given time is set by the scaling limit described in section 4.1. Since we neglect smaller
loops, this approximation will not be accurate for angular sizes smaller than Hubble when the CMB
was produced (` ∼ 100 modes).
We work in conformal time,
ds2 = a2(η)(dη2 − d~x2) (4.6)
and describe the computation in a matter dominated universe for simplicity of analytical expressions
(the case with an accurate evolution history of the universe can be obtained by simply using the correct
Hubble evolution H(a)). In this case, the comoving Hubble is
aH =
2
η
(4.7)
We choose a comoving coordinate system with the observers at the origin. The probability density of
finding a string loop with the center of the loop at coordinates (~s) with orientation (kˆ) and a coordinate
radius of the string loop (r) at a time (η) is denoted as
P (~s, r, η, kˆ) = δ
(
r − 1
aH
)
f(η) (4.8)
where we have assumed that this probability is spatially uniform (independent of the direction of sˆ)
and isotropic in kˆ. The function f(η) can be fixed by demanding that the total energy in a given
volume follow the expected scaling limit:∫
dr d3~s d2kˆ (2pira)µ(η)P (~s, r, η, kˆ) = V a3ξ(η)µ(η)H2 (4.9)
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dr
Figure 2. A schematic figure showing the the string loop in the sky and the various parameters used to
describe it. The red circle is the axion string loop while the blue line shows the photon direction. ~s gives the
location of the center of the string loop, r is its radius, kˆ is the orientation, γˆ is the direction the CMB photon
is coming from, and d is the distance between the photon trajectory and the loop center measured in the plane
of the loop (red shaded surface).
where µ(η) ≈ pif2 log(f/H) is the string tension at time η. This implies,
f(η) =
1
4pi
ξ(η)(aH)3
2pi
(4.10)
We are interested in the polarization rotation of a photon from a given direction Φ(θ, φ). We
approximate the polarization rotation by assuming that the photon undergoes a polarization rotation
of Aαem when passing through a loop and 0 otherwise. This is a good approximation for string loops
that subtend a small angle on the sky and both the time of emission (CMB) and time of observation
(today) can be treated as infinitely far away from the string loop, but we do not expect to recover the
low-` signal with this approximation.
To proceed, we need the condition for a photon from the direction γˆ to pass through a loop
centered at ~s, with a normal vector kˆ and radius r. The distance of the photon trajectory from the
center of the string loop (calculated in the plane of the string loop) is
d =
∣∣∣∣∣~s · (γˆ(dˆ · γˆ)− dˆ)1− (dˆ · γˆ)2
∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.11)
where dˆ is the unit vector along the radial direction of the string in the plane containing ~s and γˆ,
dˆ =
kˆ × (γˆ × ~s)
|kˆ × (γˆ × ~s)| (4.12)
For the photon to pass through the string loop, we need d < r. The geometry is shown explicitly in
figure 2. The total polarization rotation is given as a line-of-sight integral over the probability of the
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photon to pass through a given loop. We can calculate the two-point function for the polarization
rotation angle as an integral over the ensemble. At a time η, the photon is at a distance (η0 − η)
from us and the strings that can contribute to the two-point function at this epoch have a distance
~s = (η0 − η)sˆ. Thus, the two-point function can now be written analytically,
〈Φ(γˆ)Φ(γˆ′)〉 = (Aαem)2
∫
dη
∫
d2sˆ
∫
d2kˆ (η0 − η)2f(η)
×Θ
(η
2
− d(sˆ, γˆ, kˆ, η)
)
Θ
(η
2
− d(sˆ, γˆ′, kˆ, η)
)
(4.13)
where Θ is the Heaviside-theta function ensuring that the two-point function only gets contributions
when both photons pass through the same loop. The picture where we think of photons as passing
through small loops breaks down when the radius r of the loop becomes comparable to the distance
s to the loop. This happens at late times when η ∼ η0. So we only expect this estimate to work
for earlier times, corresponding to power at larger values of ` (` & few). Note that by isotropy the
two-point function only depends on the angle between γ and γ′, or cos θ = γ · γ′. So without loss of
generality we can set γˆ′ = zˆ, and the azimuthal angle in γˆ to zero.
We present results for the two-point function computation in figure 3 and discussion of the figure
in section 4.4. It is illuminating to make a further simplification to get a simple analytical estimate for
the variance of the polarization rotation angle. We assume that the loops are all oriented perpendicular
to our line of sight (i.e. lie on the constant η surfaces). In this case, kˆ.sˆ = ±1. The condition for the
photon to pass through simplifies to
(η0 − η) tanω < η/2. (4.14)
where sˆ · γˆ = cosω.
The polarization rotation angle along any fixed line of sight follows a distribution where the mean
is 0, and the variance is given by the two point function with γˆ = γˆ′, or θ = 0. Parametrizing the
center of the string with angles (θ0, φ0), we obtain ω = θ0 and the two-point function does not depend
on φ0, so that
〈Φ(0, 0)Φ(0, 0)〉 = 2pi(Aαem)2
∫
dcθ0dη(η0 − η)2 (aH(η))
3ξ(η)
2pi
Θ
(η
2
− (η0 − η) tan θ0
)
(4.15)
≈ ξ(Aαem)2 log
(
η0
ηCMB
)
. (4.16)
In the second line we have only kept the leading log behavior. This estimate agrees with the intuition
that a photon goes through about ξ string loops per Hubble time in its trajectory when there are ξ
loops per Hubble patch. The polarization itself is undergoing a random walk with N = ξ log (η0/ηCMB)
steps and a step size of Aαem. This analytic estimate shows good agreement with the numerical results.
The analytical method we described can also be used to capture the leading behavior of the
higher point correlation functions. The higher point functions come about when multiple photons
pass through the same loop. As a result, we expect the N -point correlation functions of ∆Φ to scale
as ξ(Aαem)N . All the odd correlation functions, for example the 3-point function, are zero at leading
order after integrating over both orientations of the string loops. The absence of a 3-point function
and the scaling of higher point functions with αem allows us to distinguish our signal and potentially
measure Aαem and ξ separately from the correlation functions.
The above analytical analysis can be extended to the case when the axion is massive. When
a photon passes through a domain wall ∆Φ = ±Aαem/NDW. Since each string has NDW domain
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Figure 3. The two-point function of polarization rotation angle (normalized by ξA2α2em). The black solid line
is the analytical estimate calculated in the text with loops with a random normal direction compared to that
of the photon trajectory. The blue solid, yellow dashed and the red dotted lines and the corresponding shaded
regions show the central value and standard deviation of the two point functions from the toy simulation for
ξ = 1, 10, 100, respectively. The uncertainties are mainly due to cosmic variance.
walls attached to it, traveling around a string with or without domain walls, one always obtains the
same polarization rotation angle of ∆Φ = ±Aαem and as a result, the previous results do not change
significantly. When the domain wall number NDW 6= 1, the ZNDW symmetry is exact and hence the
string-domain wall network is stable, the previous analysis still applies. In fact, as we will discuss
in more detail in subsection 4.4, the quantized nature of the signal at CMB will actually improve if
domain walls form. The case where the ZNDW symmetry is significantly broken or NDW = 1 is more
involved.
If the axion mass is in the range
H0 . ma . HCMB, (4.17)
the axion domain walls will form during the period when the CMB photons are propagating to us.
The formation of the domain wall and the subsequent disappearance of the axion string network as the
universe expands means that the larger string loops at late times do not exist, leading to a suppression
of power at large angular scales. Practically speaking, this effect comes from limiting the η integral to
only extend to the time when the strings disappear. The string-domain wall network will emit most
of its energy into ambient axion density. The exact form of the correlation functions that results from
the axion radiation will depend on the spectrum of the axion radiation. However, we expect that
the small angle correlations (100 & ` & few modes of the CMB) will follow our analytic predictions.
Meanwhile, the power in small ` modes (` corresponding to the time when domain walls annihilate)
may be affected by the axion radiation coming from the annihilation of the string-domain wall network.
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A dedicated simulation of the evolution of the axion string-domain wall network in this case will be
extremely helpful for predicting the signal shape.
4.3 A toy numerical simulation
The calculation above captures the contributions from Hubble sized loops between z of a few and the
CMB, but fails to capture the late-time behavior. In particular, there should be low-` signals from
strings in the current universe, including spatial features in the CMB that we can look for. We employ
a simplified numerical simulation of strings to understand this effect. This simulation is a toy set up
that we hope captures the qualitative properties of the signal. An obvious next step for future work
would be to use dedicated axion string network simulations to verify the claims made in this paper. An
encouraging sign is that the results of the analytical calculation above agree with the toy simulation
for ` & few.
The simulation assumes that all strings are straight and infinite in length. This is an oversimplifi-
cation of the string structure, which is expected to have structure at the Hubble scale. However, this
effect is mitigated by the presence of multiple other strings with random orientation within a Hubble
volume. Further, strings are assumed to be static so that we do not model the string motion. We
populate a box of size 5× (1/H0) with strings at random positions and random orientations uniformly.
In order to keep the scaling limit as time progresses,
ρstrings = ξµH
2, (4.18)
at every time step an appropriate number of strings are discarded at random.
In this network of strings, we simulate photon trajectories starting from the surface of last scatter-
ing (which we take to be a thin sphere centered at our position) from various angles, and calculate the
polarization rotation angle along its line of sight. This is done by assuming an axion profile around the
string to be ∇a = 1r φˆ, where φˆ is the azimuthal direction when the string points towards the positive
z direction.
We show the polarization rotation obtained in this manner in figure 4. The presence of string-like
structures is clearly visible. We can further compute the two-point function and the C` from this map,
where
CΦ` = 2pi
∫
d cos θ 〈Φ(cos θ)Φ(0)〉P`(cos θ) (4.19)
is the usual definition. In figure 3, we show the result and uncertainty of the two point correlation of
polarization rotation angle as a function of angular scale θ and φ from our toy numerical simulation.
Note that the feature that all the curves approximately pass through 0 for θ = pi/2 is a consequence
of the power spectrum being dominated by the dipole in the straight string case. As our analytical
estimate shows, this suppression is not universal when the strings are not straight.
The toy simulation also offers an opportunity to understand the variance of the expected signal.
The overall amplitude of the signal, as shown in figure 3, varies from simulation to simulation. These
variations are mainly due to the effect of strings at low-z, which in `-space, become variations of C`
at low `. In figure 5, we show the size of these variations as a function of `, which matches with the
expectation that the variance is entirely due to cosmic variance. In the rest of the paper, we will
simply treat our sensitivity as cosmic variance limited.
4.4 Method comparison and limitations
In this section, we have shown two methods that we used to compute the two point function of the
polarization rotation angle. The two methods agree very well at small values of θ but differ at large
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Figure 4. The polarization rotation angle map Φ(γˆ) for photons from a simulation of axion strings described
in the text. The three figures, from top to bottom, have the number of string per Hubble patch ξ = 1, 10, 100
respectively. The rotation is normalized by 1/(
√
ξAαem) and is measured in radians. The contribution from
long strings today is clearly visible. The white boxes mark the boundary of the region shown in figure 7.
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Figure 5. ∆CΦL/C
Φ
L as a function of L. ∆C
Φ
L/C
Φ
L is the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean
of CΦL from the simulations with different choices of ξ. The blue, yellow and red markers show the value of
∆CΦL/C
Φ
L from our simulations with ξ = 1, 10, 100, respectively. The black solid line is the expected cosmic
variance value of ∆CΦL/C
Φ
L =
√
2
2L+1
. These results come from 60 simulations per value of ξ.
angular scales (see figure 3). This arises from the fact that the analytical analysis does not take
into account the long strings present in the current epoch. These long strings will contribute to
correlations at a very large angular scale and small ` (` ∼ 1). The toy simulation captures the large
dipole contribution from these strings stretching across the sky. However, as shown in figure 5, at
small `, our prediction is cosmic variance limited. The analytical method might also overestimate the
effect coming from the string loops that are either very close to the surface where CMB photons are
emitted or very close to the detector. For these string loops, treating the CMB photons as originating
from and ending at infinitely far away leads to an over-estimate of the total phase accumulated by the
CMB photons, which might also lead to a difference between the analytical calculation and numerical
simulation.
The good agreement of the two methods at small angular scales is encouraging since treating
strings as a circular loop versus infinitely long straight lines are two extremely different ways of
modeling the shape of strings in our universe. Getting comparable results for the two cases suggest
that the uncertainty coming from the evolution of the string network should be small. However,
precise predictions of polarization rotation from an axion string network extracted from a dedicated
numerical simulation will provide valuable information about the evolution of the network as the
universe transitions from radiation domination, to matter domination, to CC domination today, and
will be crucial for confirming the nature of the signal in light of an observation. On the other hand,
an experimental measurement of strings will give us information about the total string length per
Hubble as well as the domain wall number NDW. This information would be very useful for clarifying
the evolution of the string network or string-domain wall network, in particular the deviation from a
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scaling solution, in more general scenarios.10
On the CMB side, we have not taken into account two issues that can make the analysis more
involved. First, the CMB photons are not emitted all at the same redshift [76]. CMB photons emitted
from the same angular direction at different z can have slightly different polarization rotation angles.
The effect is largest for the string closest to the surface of last scattering, which will cause a difference
in the polarization rotation angle of ∆Φ ∝ ξ∆z/z where ∆z ∼ 200 is the width of the surface of last
scattering. We can estimate the change in the two-point function shown in equation (4.15) by taking
one of the many strings and giving it a rotation Φ = Aαem(1−ξ∆z/z), as opposed to the usual Aαem,
to arrive at
∆〈Φ(0, 0)2〉
〈Φ(0, 0)2〉 ∼
∆z
zCMB
1
log (η0/ηCMB)
∼ 1% (4.20)
so that this is not expected to be a significant effect. Secondly, the polarization rotation angle power
spectrum receives some additional contribution from the period of reionization at low `. These new
contributions to the CMB polarization will only be affected by the large string loops present at late
time, and will as a result, have a different rotation angle as compared to the polarization generated
around the time of recombination. The contributions to the CMB polarization during the epoch of
reionization is significant at low ` (e.g. it is dominant for ` . 10 for E-mode polarization). A robust
prediction of the correlation functions at low ` will require a dedicated simulation. However, we do
not expect it to significantly change the qualitative features since the polarization generated around
reionization still goes through O(1) of the total string loops. In fact, the ratio of the polarization
rotation angle of the polarization generated during reionization (lower-`) and recombination (higher-
`) can be an interesting cross check in light of a discovery. We leave these issues to a more dedicated
analysis in the future.
When axions are massive compared to H0, the strings and domain walls have a very different evo-
lution history, as outlined in section 4.1. However, the observable signal does not change significantly
in the case where NDW 6= 1. In fact, an axion mass that is larger than HCMB will reduce many of
the uncertainties we have coming from the issues mentioned before, since the formation of the axion
domain wall will shrink the region of space where the axion field is varying and as a result, reduce
the fraction of photons that are emitted in the region where the axion field is changing. This would
be especially helpful if we use the CMB to determine the value of the quantized polarization rotation
angle from a single string. As mentioned before, if NDW = 1, the string network will disappear when
the domain walls form and the energy density stored in the string-domain wall network is converted
to axion radiation.
Another limitation of our simple analysis comes from the ambient axion density emitted by the
string (and domain wall) network. The ambient density of axions emitted by this network have
properties similar to those coming from a misalignment mechanism, which was studied in detail in [44].
The two effects of the axion radiation are a rotation of the polarization due to the differences in the
axion field value from the time of CMB to today, and a reduction of the E-mode polarization due to
smearing by the differing axion field values during the time of the emission of CMB photons. The
smearing effect is maximal when the frequency of oscillation of the axion is fast compared to the
duration over which the CMB is emitted. As the spectrum of axions emitted by the string network
is not reliably known yet, we estimate the strongest that this bound could be by assuming that all of
the axion radiation is oscillating fast and at the same frequency. The constraint in our normalization
10We thank Giovanni Villadoro for inspiring discussions on this subject at GGI.
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is that Aαem
pi
a
f
≤ 0.15 (4.21)
coming from the Planck polarization measurement [44]. Taking the energy in axion radiation to be the
same as in the strings, we find that A . O(10). Unlike effects coming from strings, the polarization
rotation coming from the axion radiation is not enhanced by square-root of the number of strings in
between CMB and today (
√
Ns). As a result, we do not expect them to cause any qualitative change
to the correlation functions we predict. However, the ambient background of axions may act as noise
and inhibit our ability to identify a single string and measure the quantized polarization rotation angle
around the string.
5 CMB Observables
In this section, we present how the polarization rotation coming from string networks map onto
CMB observables. We first review how the polarization rotation angle power spectrum is calculated
from the CMB maps and compare current constraints and forecasts with the predictions from our
simulations described in section 4. Afterwards, we discuss features of our signal that would allow it to
be separated from backgrounds. The most interesting feature of string networks are the discontinuities
in the polarization direction that appear in the sky. Throughout this section, we will use capital letter
L and M when describing the polarization rotation angle Φ specifically and small letters l and m when
describing the CMB E- and B-modes specifically. We will keep using the letter ` for general discussion.
5.1 Polarization rotation angle power spectrum
We denote the birefringence rotation as Φ(γˆ), as before. The cosmic birefringence leaves the tem-
perature field and the size of the polarization unchanged and rotates the polarization angle. This
corresponds to changing the Stokes parameters as follows,
p(γˆ) = Q(γˆ)± iU(γˆ) = (Q˜(γˆ)± iU˜(γˆ)) exp(±2iΦ(γˆ)) (5.1)
where Q˜, U˜ are the Stokes parameters in the absence of birefringence. Since U is parity-odd and Q is
parity-even, this rotation breaks parity. In terms of E- and B- mode decomposition,
p(γˆ) =
∑
lm
(Elm + iBlm)2Ylm(γˆ) (5.2)
where 2Ylm are the spin-2 spherical harmonics. The polarization rotation converts E-modes into B-
modes in a ` dependent way. Since the primordial B-modes have been constrained to be far smaller
than the E-modes, the dominant signal comes from generation of B-modes [77, 78],
Blm = 2
∑
LM
∑
l′m′
ΦLMEl′m′Ξ
LM
lml′m′H
L
ll′ (5.3)
with Ξ and H are associated with Wigner-3j symbols,
ΞLMlml′m′ ≡
(−1)m
4pi
√
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)(2L+ 1)
(
l L l′
m M m′
)
HLll′ ≡
(
l L l′
2 0 −2
)
(5.4)
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and we have expanded the polarization rotation angle in spherical harmonics, Φ(γˆ) =
∑
LM YLM (γˆ)ΦLM .
The summation is restricted to even values of L+ l+ l′. This reflects the unique parity violating nature
of birefringence. For example, B-modes generated by lensing E-modes only get contributions from
the odd values of the sum, and thus can be distinguished from our signal.
This can be used to build an estimator ΦˆLM for the polarization rotation angle [78, 79], for example
[ΦˆE
iBj
LM ]ll′ =
2pi
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)CEEl H
L
ll′
∑
mm′
BilmE
j∗
l′m′Ξ
LM
lml′m′ . (5.5)
The minimum variance estimator combines estimates from all such channels, {EiBj , BiEj , T iBj , BiT j},
where i, j index channels for a given map.
The variance in the estimator is given as,
〈ΦˆLM ΦˆL′M ′〉 = δLL′δMM ′(CΦL + σ2Φ,L) , (5.6)
where σ2Φ,L is the combined variance of the estimators, and C
Φ
L is the power spectrum of the polar-
ization rotation angle due to birefringence. The variance σ2ΦL includes contributions from the beam
systematics, detector noise, galactic and atmospheric foregrounds and weak lensing contribution. This
variance can then be used to forecast sensitivity to CΦL ,
σCΦL =
σ2Φ,L
fsky(2L+ 1)/2
. (5.7)
The details of the sky coverage fsky, delensing fraction, beam parameters and sensitivity used for
different experiments in figure 6 can be found in [51]. The current CMB constraints are sensitive to
a constant birefringence rotation of 0.5◦ at 1σ level, which is roughly of the expected size Φ ' αem
for ξ = 1 and A = 1. In figure 6 (top) we plot the CΦL values obtained in our simulation (for
ξ = 1, A = 1) against the CΦL constraints derived in [77] from Planck. We also plot future sensitivity
(σCφL
) for various future experiments [51] (bottom). The orthogonality with the lensing signal implies
that the optimal sensitivity is obtained for measurements around the peak of the E-mode spectrum,
500 < ` < 3000. Higher resolution does not lead to better sensitivity to the rotation power spectrum
since the polarization signal is smaller at smaller scales. However, as we will see below, higher resolution
can help resolve the strings directly in position space.
It is intriguing to note that there is an excess dipole signal in the data. If this is a signal of a
string, it may be possible to find further evidence for it in the newly released Planck 2018 data. Future
experiments will have improvement in sensitivity by orders of magnitude, which can definitively probe
a signal coming from ξ,A ∼ 1 string networks.
5.2 Distinguishing strings from other sources of B-modes
In this section, we briefly address the distinguishability of our signal from other sources of B-mode
polarization. Our signal, as shown in figure 6, will have a particular `-dependence, which can poten-
tially be distinguished from B-modes coming from other sources. Moreover, we expect our effect to
have a distinct structure when we consider higher point correlation functions. In particular, we expect
the 3-point correlation function and all odd correlation functions are zero at leading order, and all the
even N -point correlation functions to have a scaling with ξ and Aαem as ξ(Aαem)N . Furthermore,
there are two other main features of our signal at the level of two point correlation functions of Φ in
the CMB, parity violation and frequency independence.
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Figure 6. Power spectrum of the polarization rotation angle. Top: Constraints on the power spectrum derived
from Planck 2015 polarization data (data points) [77]. The blue curve shows the power spectrum for ξ = A = 1,
which is of the order of the current sensitivity. Bottom: Forecasts for the power spectrum measurements in
future experiments [51]. The grey shaded region is excluded by Planck while the thin magenta, purple, blue
and green lines show the sensitivity of future CMB experiments. The thick blue, yellow and red solid lines
show the prediction for ξ = 1, 10, 100 and A = 1/9. For both plots we have taken a mean over cosmic variance
for our prediction. The power spectra can be scaled for other values of ξ and A as CΦL ∝ ξA2.
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Lensed B-modes The lensing of E-modes produces correlated B modes in the CMB spectrum. This
leads to parity conserving correlators, and hence are distinguishable to the axion induced birefringence
signal.
Primordial Gravitational Waves Primordial gravitational waves induced by high scale inflation
are a prime target for CMB experiments. The gravitational waves induce a B-mode spectrum, but
not a parity violating EB correlators in most inflation models [80–83]. In specific models [84–86], the
spectrum of gravitational waves induced can be chiral which leads to parity-violating fluctuations in the
CMB. These models come with a rich set of associated signals such as non-gaussianities, and we expect
that detailed properties of the power spectrum and higher-point functions will readily distinguish this
signal from axion strings.
Faraday rotation Primordial magnetic fields generate a Faraday rotation of the CMB polarization,
converting E modes to B modes. Such a primordial magnetic field is motivated by observation of
µG galactic magnetic fields whose origin is not well-understood. The spectrum of the polarization
rotation angle induced by these magnetic fields depends on their power spectrum. Faraday rotation
has a distinctive frequency dependence, Φ ∼ ν−2, and hence it will be very easily distinguished from
an axion string induced rotation.
Lorentz violation Cosmic Birefringence was in fact first proposed [87] in the context of measuring
Lorentz violating terms in the SM. In the SM extension formalism, the d = 3 terms associated with a
Chern-Simons-like coupling is physically equivalent to an axion background with a uniform gradient.
Higher dimensional terms produce frequency dependent terms. Therefore, it will be relatively easy to
disentangle effects of such terms from an axion string network.
We see that even at the statistical level, it will likely be possible to disentangle our signal from
other potential sources of parity-odd B-modes in the CMB. However, the spatial morphology of the
signal from strings, with a ∼ Aαem jump across the strings, is a smoking gun feature which sets apart
the axion string signal. This is the signal we now turn to.
5.3 Edge detection
Cosmic strings are distinctive features in position space, so analyzing the signal in Fourier space
may not be the optimal strategy to study the properties of the strings. For this reason, it would be
interesting to look for the strings directly in position space. For the case of gravitational effects of
cosmic strings, edge detection algorithms for the CMB temperature maps [88] have been proposed.
The polarization rotation angle of the photons has a discontinuity across the axion string. A
similar edge detection algorithm can be developed to detect this discontinuity in polarization maps.
The value of the discontinuity is an extremely interesting quantity to measure. The two path across
the string differ by a path that loops around the string, and hence measures the topological charge of
the string (see section 3).
In figure 7, we show a zoomed-in patch of our simulation, where the discontinuity is apparent. To
develop this edge detection algorithm for polarization maps will be an extremely interesting future
direction. The size of the discontinuity contains a wealth of information, as we have said, so to extract
that would be important. Edge detection can potentially be used to look for a single string in the
entire universe, or strings that are even beyond our horizon [89], both corresponding to cases where
the U(1) symmetry is broken before inflation.
The two main limiting factors on edge detection are the angular resolution of the experiment and
the precision of polarization measurement. Ground-based observatories like The Atacama Cosmology
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Figure 7. Zoomed-in skymaps at the truth-level for ξ = 1, 10, 100 showing the white framed areas in the
respective skymaps in figure 4 (the color scale is modified for visual clarity). The presence of sharp discon-
tinuities is apparent in these images of broken light. The discontinuity is quantized and is equal to 1. The
white stripe shows a slice through the map, and the value of ∆Φ (normalized by 1/(Aαem)) is shown in the
top panels where the quantized jump is apparent.
Telescope (ACTPol) [90], South Pole Telescope [91], POLARBEAR [92], and future Simons Observa-
tory [53] will have the ability to measure polarizations at arcmin angular scales. This corresponds to
a sensitivity in the range ξ . 100 such that the angular separation between strings is larger than the
angular resolution. The Simons Observatory [53] has a noise-level of ∼ µK-arcmin, and the ability to
measure polarization rotations to O(deg). Improvements of both the angular resolution and noise-level
would improve the sensitivity to axion strings with edge detection [93, 94]. In figure 10, we show a very
rough estimate of the sensitivity to axion strings using edge detection with current technology and
leave a dedicated analysis to future work. How the sensitivity scales with ξ is not very clear because,
on one hand, having more strings requires better angular resolution and smaller noise at small angular
scales, while on the other hand, having more strings also increases the statistics. Edge detection in
2d images is a prime application for machine learning algorithms. Since our signal lives precisely in
this space, it may be an ideal candidate to apply some of these deep learning technologies to. It is a
very interesting future direction to study edge detection techniques to find individual strings in the
presence of complications such as reconstruction noise.
6 Other observational signature of axion strings
In this section, we discuss some of the other signatures of an axion string due to its coupling with
the photon. We also discuss the signatures that come purely from the gravitational coupling of the
axion strings and domain walls. These include their gravitational effect on the CMB as well as
gravitational wave emission during the string network evolution. We collect all these constraints and
future sensitivities in figure 9.
6.1 Quasar lensing
The axion string network can also be looked for with distant gravitationally lensed polarized light
sources. A particular example of such a source is a quasar. Recently, many strongly gravitationally
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Figure 8. A quasar at a cosmological distance is gravitationally lensed by a galaxy or galaxy cluster in
between the quasar and the observer. The different photon trajectories (blue lines) from the quasar to the
observer, corresponding to different quasar images, form a closed loop around the gravitational lens. An axion
string (red line) can pass through this closed loop of photon trajectories, leading to a differential polarization
rotation angle between the two photon trajectories (quasar images).
lensed quasars have been found and carefully measured to extract valuable information about the
expansion history of our universe by the H0LiCOW collaboration [95]. These strongly lensed quasars,
with multiple images and image separations as large as β ∼ 20′′ [96] (see [97] for a list of 205 known
gravitational lensed quasars), can also provide very unique information about cosmic axion strings.
As shown in figure 8, a lensed quasar can have multiple images with angular separation β. The
area enclosed by the two photon trajectories is roughly
Aenc ' DLDSβ/2, (6.1)
where DS and DL is the distance to the source and the lens, respectively. If the enclosed area is pierced
by an axion string, the two observed image will have a relative rotation between the polarization of
their images. As before, this rotation will be quantized. In the case of the CMB, the approximately
quantized nature of the signal stems from the fact that for most string loops are at an intermediate
redshift, and the CMB photon can be treated as either traversing through a loop or not. In contrast,
the quantized nature of the lensed quasar signal comes from the fact that the two photon trajectories
combine to actually form a closed curve. This makes gravitational lensed quasars, and other strongly
lensed distant objects unique systems to test the existence of these axion strings. The probability for
an axion string to traverse this area is
p ' ξAencH20 ≈ 10−3
ξ
100
β
10′′
, (6.2)
for each lensed quasar that is at a cosmological distance.
Measurement of the polarization of distant quasars have been made in the optical [98–100] and
the radio frequency range [101, 102]. The polarization uncertainties in this frequency range are at
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Figure 9. Parameter space for polarization rotation and gravitational wave signatures. The gray shaded
region is excluded by cooling bounds coming from Horizontal Branch stars [104] (assuming A = 1). The
red shaded region is excluded by CMB measurements of strings coming from their gravitational effects [105].
The blue region is excluded when NDW 6= 1 due to the temperature fluctuations induced by the gravitational
potential of the domain wall [106]. Dashed and dotted lines correspond to ξ = 10 and 100 respectively. The
figure is cut off at large f , as for f & 1016 GeV, the universe can not reheat to high enough temperature so
that strings might not be produced. Our sensitivity applies to ξ ≥ 1 in all of the allowed parameter space in
this plot.
the degree level, mainly coming from calibration, which can potentially be improved when measuring
relative polarization of two quasar images. Our signal is a quantized polarization rotation at the % level
or smaller. Current easily accessible technology for measuring the polarization of optical frequency
photons is around the ∼ 10−5 level [103]. Thus, future observations of lensed polarized quasars can
complement the search with the cosmic microwave background, and have the unique ability to test
the quantized nature of the observed signal. It will be very interesting to perform detailed projections
for searches with lensed quasars. We leave this for future work.
The distinguishability of our signal from background relies on two important properties of the
signal coming from a topological defect. The topological nature of the signal ensures that the po-
larization rotation angle is quantized. As a result, different pairs of lensed quasar images, as well
as different lensed quasar systems, will have the same relative polarization rotation up to an integer
multiple11. The topological nature of the signal also ensures that the polarization rotation angle is
frequency independent, which helps when distinguishing our effect from that of Faraday rotation along
different trajectories. The axion strings we can look for with quasar lensing will have lengths that are
comparable to the size of the universe today and will also leave an imprint on the cosmic microwave
background, providing another unique cross check in the case of a discovery.
11Given that the axion strings should be very rare in our universe, multiple strings traversing through the same lens
is very unlikely.
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6.2 Gravitational and gravitational wave signatures
The strings and domain walls can also be looked for through their gravitational effect on the large
scale structures of the universe. The measurement of the detailed features of, in particular, the cosmic
microwave background spectrum place a constraint on the amount of density inhomogeneities that
can be generated by cosmic strings [107, 108] and domain walls. These considerations place an upper
bound on the energy per unit length of the string µ [105],
Gµ . 1.1× 10−7, (6.3)
corresponding to an axion decay constant f no higher than ∼ 1014 GeV. Such a constraint on the
axion decay constant is only mildly dependent on the deviation from scaling solution (see the discussion
around equation (4.2) in section 4.1).
Similar constraints can be placed on the tension of domain walls. The energy density in the
form of domains walls in a frustrated string-domain wall network approach a scaling limit [74, 75] for
NDW 6= 1,
ρwall ≈ NDWσH, (6.4)
where σ ∼ 8maf2 is the tension of the domain wall [73]. Measurements of the cosmic microwave
background place a constraint on the tension of the domain walls [106]
NDWGσL0 ≤ 5.6× 10−6, (6.5)
where L0 ≈ 1/H0 is the characteristic size of the domain wall today. This is an updated version of
the famous Zel’dovich-Kobzarev-Okun bound of σ . O(MeV3) [36].
Similar to the case of cosmic strings, the frustrated string-domain wall network can also have
densities that deviate logarithmically from the scaling solution when the density of strings and domain
walls are comparable. It is unclear if such deviation would persist when the domain wall energy density
dominates that of the strings at late time. In figure 9, we show the constraints from gravitational
measurement of the string-domain wall network assuming that the string-domain wall network deviates
from a scaling solution logarithmically, similar to that of a string network.
The string network and the string-domain wall network emit gravitational waves as they evolve in
time. The energy density and spectrum of gravitational waves from a string network have been studied
extensively in the literature [109–111] (see [112] for more details). Future gravitational wave detectors
can probe an axion decay constant as small as ∼ 1015 GeV at intermediate frequencies (LISA) and
∼ 1014 GeV at low frequencies (SKA) [113]. The string-domain wall network can produce gravitational
waves as it redshifts as well as when domain walls collide or annihilate. The gravitational wave signals
associated with these domain walls are observable only in regions of parameter space where the domain
walls annihilate at a very early time [73] and occupy a range of parameter space very different from
what we are probing.
7 Conclusion
String theory has reinforced the motivation for many phenomenological paradigms at low energies,
two of which are cosmic strings [114–118] and light bosonic states (axiverse) [9, 10]. In this paper,
we have shown that these are amusingly connected to each other: the axion-photon coupling offers a
unique way to look for cosmic strings, while cosmic axion strings also offer a unique way to look for
axiverse axions.
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Figure 10. We show the sensitivity of current and future experiments to the two independent parameters of
an axion string network with a photon coupling; the number of axion string per Hubble volume (ξ) and the
strength of the axion string-photon coupling (A). The CMB polarization correlation functions provide the best
channel for discovery (they put an upper bound on the combination ξA2). The black solid line is the estimated
current sensitivity of Planck to this effect while the magenta, purple, blue and green lines show the sensitivity
of future CMB experiments. We take the sensitivity at L = 10 from figure 6 as an indicator. The grey region
is the estimated constraint coming from the effects of axion radiation emitted from the string network, see
the discussion around equation (4.21). CMB experiments with good angular resolution and lensed quasar
systems provide an opportunity to exploit the quantized nature of our signal. The brown dot-dashed line
shows the prospects for edge detection with experiments similar to the Simons observatory (very qualitative).
Increasing the accuracy of the polarization rotation angle measurement improves the sensitivity to smaller
A and improving the angular resolution improves the sensitivity to higher ξ. The red dashed line shows
the prospects for lensed quasar systems (qualitative). Increasing the number of lensed quasars improves the
sensitivity to smaller ξ while improving the precision of the measurement of the relative polarization of the
quasars improves the sensitivity to smaller A. The gray dashed gridlines mark the regions of parameter space
of particular theoretical interest.
Due to the extended nature of cosmic axiverse strings and the topological interaction between the
strings and photon shown in equation (1.1), measurement of cosmic axiverse strings provide a unique
opportunity to probe the UV dynamics of the theory. Measurement of the UV anomaly coefficient
A can teach us about fundamental physics such as the smallest unit of electric charge. Aside from
being theoretically fascinating, cosmic axiverse strings are also exciting phenomenologically. The basic
way of searching for cosmic axiverse strings using photons is that the polarization direction of linearly
polarized light rotates by a quantized amount when a photon circles a string. If the UV theory only
has unit electrically charged particles, this quantized rotation will be of order a percent. If the UV
theory is SM-like in its charge assignments, then the quantized rotation will be larger than 0.1%.
One of the most interesting ways in which this quantized rotation can be measured is using the
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CMB. The CMB provides a backlight which shines upon all of the strings. The difference in paths for
photons passing to the left and to the right of the string is a loop around the string; thus the relative
polarization rotation angle of the photons is quantized. The effect of strings on polarization can be
searched for using a standard angular decomposition (power spectrum) with the Planck satellite and
future CMB missions. What is perhaps more exciting is the fact that the polarization map contains
discontinuities at the location of the strings, which can be looked for using edge detection techniques
with ground-based missions. Finding these strings in position space and their associated discontinuities
provides a direct measurement of the anomaly coefficient induced by a single string.
In this paper, we have provided a description and rough estimate of the observational features of a
string network on the CMB (see figure 10). This analysis can be improved upon with real axion string
simulations that would capture more details of the nature of the string network, and with a dedicated
analysis of the CMB data. Given the uncertainties and difficulties present in the simulations due to
simulating vastly different length scales, in the event of a discovery one might even use data to gain
insights for simulations of axion strings and domain walls, which can be applied to the study of other
axion models such as the QCD axion. The combination of the measurement of the CMB polarization
spectrum and the discontinuities coming from individual strings allows us to extract the value of ξ,
which will help with understanding the scaling solution and its violation.
Measurements of lensed quasar systems can offer complementary information about the cosmic
axiverse string network (see figure 10). In particular, it offers a setup in our universe where the photon
one measures form a closed Aharonov-Bohm like loop. As a result, we can use these lensed quasar
systems to measure the quantized phase without contamination coming from ambient axion radiation.
The string axiverse has been a very exciting paradigm over the past ten years. In this paper, we
add a new tool to explore the axiverse. We have shown that axion strings offer a compelling way to
look for the string axiverse that is free of the assumption of these axions being the dark matter of our
universe. Cosmic axiverse strings provide novel untapped theoretical and observational opportunities
and it will be exciting to see where they lead us.
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